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A bouquet on a table, a landscape or a nude – these are traditional categories of art and oil on canvas 
is a very classical mode of painting. But the 37 years old artist Gillian Carnegie, shortlisted for the 
Turner Prize in 2005, doesn’t simply portray flowers, trees or naked women in oil. Her point of view 
on these objects is a very subjective one. Carnegie uses the options of oil painting to full capacity to 
give her pictures personal expressions: Crude brushstrokes are dominating the background of a 
precisely painted bunch of flowers contradicting the filigree subject as well as the quiet genre, while 
a forest at night looks more like a relief version of the geometric abstract black square of Malewich – 
a result of Carnegies expressive handling of tint.  
 
So, using those conventional genres of art, the artist can diversify her objects by experimenting with 
different ways of painting. Consequently most works have a serial character.  
 
Besides the variation of styles of painting, Carnegie experiments with compositions and colour: For 
example her still lifes of flowers don’t shine in their natural variety of colours, but are painted in 
brown and grey shades. There are always surprising elements in her use of rather classical topics. 
Consequently the series of nude paintings could be named best as “bum paintings” because they 
only show the behind of the naked woman – from different points of view. The surprising elements 
and the new way of looking at these traditional categories of art is the reason why Carnegie’s art 
seems so current. 
 
In her second exhibition at Galerie Gisela Capitain, Gillian Carnegie lays her focus on presenting her 
personal surroundings. That includes a portrait of a very good female friend as well as the view out of 
her window: While in reality the mansion blocks on the estate, called “Holly Lodge Estate”, are 
encircled from trees and garden, in Carnegie’s new paintings the same houses appear in front of an 
almost non-existing background. Especially in “Overlook XXIV” the detailed portrayed facade of the 
houses contrast the roughly painted abstract environment. The lodges seem to be isolated from the 
rest of the world. Knowing the function of the mansion blocks as a home of single women working in 
London city in the 1920’s, it surprises that the dark and non-defined background seems to symbolize 
not only a kind of isolation, but also some threatening from the outside world – in contrast to the 
warm, safe and almost idyllic idea the observer gets of these houses.  
 
Female motives and lifestyle are the central subjects of her work – quite obvious recognizable as in 
the woman portray, the girl sculpture or the female nude bum, or indirectly with remarks to women 
issues (the Holly Estate Houses), or symbols like flowers. The bouquet, entitled simply as “Still life” – 
by the way, the word not only explains the genre of that painting, but furthermore describes the 
effect the quiet and decent composition has onto the viewer – finds its corresponding in the floral 
abstract painting “Untitled”.  
 


